The Big Choice: Fully assembled or RTA furniture
Posted by Christine Delongte On 12/01/2017
Hollywood, MD - Be it home or office, furniture is a crucial part of every property. The right kind of furniture not only adds oomph to the room but it also provides valuable comfort. When it comes to choosing furniture
for a room, every individual has to choose between two options: Fully assembled furniture or ready-to-assemble (RTA) furniture. Your choice will decide the money you spend and the amount of work that you will
have to undertake to bring home the furniture.

Choosing between Fully Assembled and Ready-to-Assemble Furniture

Cost is a Concern

If budget is a primary constraint, you will have to go with ready-to-assemble furniture. RTA furniture is less expensive than fully-assembled coffee tables, tv units and kitchen shelves. There are several reasons as to
why RTA furniture is cheap. Often, manufacturers use veneer and particle board in RTA furniture making it more affordable than the wooden furniture. Also, the sellers sell you the furniture in a compact box which
reduces the shipping cost.

Which Option is more Convenient?

If you have ordered fully assembled furniture, you can start using it as soon as you receive the delivery. You do not need to assemble the different components on your own or you need a handyman to do it. Fully
assembled furniture is useful when you are working on a tight time schedule or you do not have access to an expert handyman.

When ordering a fully assembled desk, you will have to ensure that your home has a large doorway and wide hallways. So, RTA furniture is preferable when the access to the room is narrow. If you are living in a
rental property and need to change your home every couple of months, RTA furniture offers more comfort. You can easily pack it in a box and ship it to your new address.

Why RTA furniture wins the Race?

While renovating an old home or building a new one, cost is an important factor. And, RTA furniture helps you to curb your expenses without compromising on the quality. Gone are the days when you had to choose
between few options. Today, you will find several ready-to-assemble furniture sellers. Ikea, WalMart, Ashley Home Store are among the popular brands that sell DIY beds, cribs, desks, etc. They offer putting the
furniture in its place instead of just delivering it at your doorstep.

Also, customizing RTA furniture is simple because of easy availability and cheap price of the spare parts. It means you will be able to add your style to the furniture without spending thousands of dollars on it.

Hire a Handyman to Assemble Furniture

The only drawback that homeowners face while buying RTA furniture is the assembly. It is often time-consuming and confusing to put together book shelves or bath vanity cabinets. However, you can hire furniture
assembly services from the RTA brands for a small cost. For example, Ikea charges assembly cost according to the value of the merchandise. Also, you can find a reliable handyman who will not only assemble your
new furniture but also finish your home improvement to-do list in one day.

So, do not worry about assembling RTA furniture. With a handyman at your side, you will realize that a ready-to-assemble piece of furniture is no trouble at all.
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